Abstract-Text categorization is the task of assigning predefined categories to natural language text. With the widely used 'bag of words' representation, previous researches usually assign a word with values such that whether this word appears in the document concerned or how frequently this word appears. Although these values are useful for text categorization, they have not fully expressed the abundant information contained in the document. This paper explores the effect of other types of values, which express the distribution of a word in the document. These novel values assigned to a word are called distributional features, which include the compactness of the appearances of the word and the position of the first appearance of the word. The proposed distributional features are exploited by a tfidf style equation and different features are combined using ensemble learning techniques. Experiments show that the distributional features are useful for text categorization. In contrast to using the traditional term frequency values solely, including the distributional features requires only a little additional cost, while the categorization performance can be significantly improved. Further analysis shows that the distributional features are especially useful when documents are long and the writing style is casual.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N the last ten years, content-based document management tasks have gained a prominent status in the information system field, due to the increased availability of documents in digital form and the ensuring need to access them in flexible ways [30] . Among such tasks, Text Categorization assigns predefined categories to natural language text according to its content. Text categorization has attracted more and more attention from researchers due to its wide applicability. Since this task can be naturally modeled as a supervised learning problem, many classifiers widely used in Machine Learning (ML) community have been applied, such as Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Neural Network, k Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and AdaBoost. Recently, some excellent results have been obtained by SVM [13] and AdaBoost [28] .
While a wide range of classifiers have been used, virtually all of them were based on the same text representation, 'bag of words', where a document is represented as a set of words appearing in this document. Values assigned to each word usually express whether the word appears in a document or how frequently this word appears. These values are indeed useful for text categorization. However, are these values enough?
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vector using the frequency related values, but their meanings are totally different. Although this is a somewhat extreme example, it clearly illustrates that besides the appearance and the frequency of appearances of a word, the distribution of a word is also important. Therefore, this paper attempts to design some distributional features to measure the characteristics of a word's distribution in a document. Note that the word 'feature' in 'distributional features' indicates the value assigned to a word, which is somewhat different from its usual meaning, i.e. the element used to characterize a document.
The first consideration is the compactness of the appearances of a word. Here, the compactness measures whether the appearances of a word concentrate in a specific part of a document or spread over the whole document. In the former situation, the word is considered as compact, while in the latter situation, the word is considered as less compact. This consideration is motivated by the following facts. A document usually contains several parts. If the appearances of a word are less compact, the word is more likely to appear in different parts and more likely to be related to the theme of the document. For example, consider Document A (NEWID=2367) and Document B (NEWID=7154) in Reuters-21578. Document A talks about the debate on whether expanding the 0/92 program or just limiting this program on wheat. Obviously, this document belongs to the category 'wheat'. Document B talks about the U.S. Agriculture Department's proposal on tighter federal standards about insect infections in grain shipments and this document belongs to the category 'grain' but not to the category 'wheat'. Let's consider the importance of the word 'wheat' in both documents. Since the content of Document A is more closely related to wheat than Document B, the importance of the word 'wheat' should be higher in Document A than in Document B. However, the frequency of this word is almost the same in both documents 1 . Therefore, the frequency is not enough to distinguish this difference of importance. Here, the compactness of the appearances of a word could provide a different view. In Document A, since the document mostly discusses the 0/92 program on wheat, the word 'wheat' appears in different parts of this document. In Document B, since the document mainly discusses the contents of the new standard on grain shipment and just one part of the new standard refers to wheat, the word 'wheat' only appears in one paragraph of this document. Thus, the compactness of the appearances of the word 'wheat' is lower in Document A than in Document B, which well expresses the importance of this word.
The second consideration is the position of the first appearance of a word. This consideration is based on an intuition that the author naturally mentions the important contents in the earlier parts of a document. Therefore, if a word firstly appears in the earlier parts of a document, this word is more likely to be important. Let's consider Document A (NEWID=3981) and Document B (NEWID=4679) in Reuters-21578. Document A belongs to the category 'grain' and talks about the heavy rain in Argentine grain area. Document B belongs to the category 'cotton' and discusses that China is trying to increase cotton output. Obviously, the word 'grain' should be more important in Document A than in Document B. Unfortunately, the frequency of the word 'grain' is even lower in Document A than in Document B. Now, let's consider the position of the first appearance of the word 'grain'. In Document A, it firstly appears in the title. It's not strange, since this document mainly talks about Argentine grain area. In Document B, the word 'grain' firstly appears at the end of the document. It's not strange either. Since the theme of this document is about increasing cotton output, the suggestion that the production of cotton be coordinated with other crops such as grain is indirectly related to this theme, so the author naturally mentioned this suggestion at the end of the document. Obviously, the position of the first appearance of a word could express the importance of this word to some extent.
Above all, when the frequency of a word expresses the intuition that the more frequently a word appears, the more important this word is, the compactness of the appearances of a word shows that the less compactly a word appears, the more important this word is and the position of the first appearance of a word shows that the earlier a word is mentioned, the more important this word is.
The contribution of this paper lies in: -Design the distributional features for text categorization. Using these features can help improve the performance, while requiring only a little additional cost. -How to use the distributional features is answered. Combining traditional term frequency with the distributional features results in improved performance. -The factors affecting the performance of the distributional features are discussed. The benefit of the distributional features is closely related to the length of documents in a corpus and the writing style of documents. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related work. Section 3 talks about how to extract the distributional features. Section 4 discusses how to utilize the distributional features. Section 5 reports experimental results. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
When the features for text categorization are mentioned, the word 'feature' usually have two different but closely related meanings. One refers to which unit is used to represent a document or to index a document, while the other focuses on how to assign an appropriate weight to a given feature. Consider 'bag of words' as an example. Using the former meaning, the feature is a single word, while tfidf weighting is the feature given the latter meaning. This section will focus on previous researches about the features used for text categorization based on these two meanings. Other topics about text categorization can be found in a review paper [30] .
For the first meaning, besides the single word, syntactic phrases have been explored by many researchers [9] , [12] , [20] , [29] . A syntactic phrase is extracted according to language grammars. In general, experiments showed that syntactic phrases was not able to improve the performance of standard 'bag of word' indexing. Statistical phrases have also attracted much attention from researchers [5] , [11] , [22] . A statistical phrase is composed of s sequence of words that occur contiguously in text in a statistically interesting way [5] , which is usually called n-gram. Here, n is the number of words in the sequence. When statistical phrases were used to enrich the text representation of the single word, better performance has been reported with the help of feature selection mechanism. Researchers also indicated that the short statistical phrase was more helpful than the long one [22] . In addition to phrases, other linguistic features such as POS-tag, word-senses and the synonym and hypernym relations in WordNet [10] were tried by researchers [23] , [29] . Unfortunately, the improvement of performance brought by these linguistic features was somewhat disappointing. Word cluster was another promising feature for the first meaning [1] , [2] , [20] . A word's distribution on different categories was used to characterize a word [1] , [2] . The clustering methods used by researchers included the agglomerative approach [1] and the recently proposed Information Bottleneck [2] . Experiments showed that the word cluster based representation outperformed the single word based representation sometimes.
Recently, Sauban and Phahringer [27] proposed a new text representation method, which explicitly exploited the information of word sequence. In their work, a discriminative score for every word was firstly calculated. Then, with every word inputted in sequence, a document was shown as a curve depicting the change of the accumulated scores. This curve was called 'Document Profiling'. Two different methods were used to turn a profile into a constant number of features. One was to sample from the profile with a fixed gap, while the other was to get some high-level summary information from the profile. Comparable results with the 'bag of words' representation were achieved with lower computational cost.
For the second meaning, the weight assigned to a given feature comes from two sources: intra-document and interdocument. The intra-document based weight uses information within a document, while the inter-document based weight uses information in the corpus. For tfidf, the tf part can be regraded as a weight from intra-document source, while the idf part is a weight from inter-document source.
There were relatively few researches on the intra-document based weight. Several variants of tf , such as the logarithmic frequency and the inverse frequency were used by researchers [16] , [18] . The logarithmic frequency reflected that the intuition that the importance of a word should increase logarithmically instead of linearly with the increase of its frequency. The inverse frequency was derived in order to distribute term frequencies evenly on the interval from 0 to 1 [18] . Ko et al [15] used the importance of each sentence to weight the term frequency. Specifically, the importance of a sentence was measured by two methods. One was to calculate the similarity between title and a given sentence, while the other one summed the importance of all words appearing in this sentence as the final importance. Given the importance of a sentence, for a word, a weighted term frequency was used to replace the original tf , where each appearance was weighted by the importance of the sentence where this appearance occurred.
For the inter-document based weight, researchers tried to improve the idf from both the unsupervised view and the supervised view. Researches from the unsupervised view didn't use the category information in training set. Leopold and Kindermann [18] proposed the Redundancy to measure the importance of a word, which quantifies the skewness of the distribution of this word's frequency in different documents. Lan et al [16] used the term relevance weight in their comparative study. The term relevance weight used the number of documents containing a word to divide the number of documents without this word, instead of the total number of documents in idf . Contrastingly, many researchers believed that the idf derived directly from text retrieval was not well suited for text categorization where the categories of training documents were available. In order to focus on the categorization task on hand, a lot of supervised weights were proposed. Shankar and Karypis [31] used a measure similar to Gini Index to calculate the discriminating power of each word. Debole and Sebastiani [7] modified the idf using some feature scoring functions widely used for feature selection such as Chi-square, Information Gain and Gain Ratio. The best finding was Gain Ratio, a variant of Information Gain. Soucy and Mineau [32] used a weighting method based on statistical confidence intervals. This method had an advantage of performing feature selection implicitly. In their work, a significant improvement over standard tfidf method was reported on benchmarks.
After talking about the related work in this area, a relatively accurate position can be found for our proposed distributional features. These features, which are the compactness of the appearances of a word and the position of the first appearance of a word, could be considered as a new weighting method using information within a document.
III. HOW TO EXTRACT DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES
Recall that the definitions of the two proposed distributional features are both based on the analysis of a word's distribution, thus modeling a word's distribution becomes the prerequisite for extracting required features.
A. Modelling a word's distribution
In this paper, a word's distribution is modeled by two steps: first, a document is divided into several parts; then, the distribution of a word is modeled as an array where each element records the number of appearances of this word in the corresponding part. The length of this array is the total number of the parts.
For the above model, how to define a part becomes a basic problem. According to Callan [4] , there are three types of passages used in information retrieval 2 . Kim and Kim [14] discussed the advantages and disadvantages of these three types of passages. Discourse Passage is based on logic components of documents such as sentences and paragraphs. Discourse passage is intuitive, but it has two problems: the length of passages is inconsistent and sometimes no passage decoration is provided for documents. Semantic Passage is partitioned according to contents. This type of passage is more accurate, since each passage corresponds to a topic or subtopic, but its performance is heavily influenced by the effect of the partition algorithm. Window Passage is simply a sequence of words. Window passage is simple to implement, but it may break a sentence and the length of window is hard to choose. Considering efficiency, semantic passage is not used in the following experiments. Discourse passage and window passages with different sizes are explored respectively. Note that the window passage used in this paper is non-overlapped. Now, an example is given. For a document d with 10 sentences, the distribution of the word 'corn' is depicted as Fig. 1 , then the distributional array for 'corn' is [2,1,0,0,1,0,0,3,0,1].
B. Extracting distributional features
Given a word's distribution, this subsection concentrated on implementing the two intuitively proposed distributional features.
For the compactness of the appearances of a word, three implementations are shown as follows. Note that, under the word distribution model mentioned above, the position of a word's appearance is just the index of the corresponding part.
· ComP act P artN um The number of parts where a word appears can be used to measure the concept of compactness. This is a natural implementation of the idea proposed in the introduction part. As what is mentioned, a word is less compact if it appears in different parts of a document. · ComP act F LDist The distance between a word's first and last appearance is used to measure the compactness. It is motivated by the fact that, for a less compact word, the distance between the first mention and the last mention should be long. A slightly extreme example is the word that the author first mentions at the beginning of the document and then mentions again at the end of the document. · ComP act P osV ar The variance of the positions of all appearances is used to measure the compactness. It is a natural implementation of the idea of compactness using the language of statistics. The mean position of all appearances is first calculated and then the mean distance between the position of each appearance and the mean position is calculated as the position variance. For the position of the first appearance, this feature can be extracted directly from the proposed word distribution model. Suppose in a document d containing n sentences, the distributional array of the word t is array(
Then, the compactness (ComP act) of the appearances of the word t and the position of the first appearance (F irstApp) of the word t are defined, respectively, as follows: The example in Fig. 1 is used again to illustrate how to calculate the distributional features. 
Then, let's analyze the cost of extracting the term frequency and the distributional features. Suppose the size of the longest Fig. 2 . The process of extracting term frequency and distributional features document in corpus is l, the size of the vocabulary is m, the biggest number of parts that a document contains is n and the number of documents in corpus is s. Usually, a memory block with size l is required for loading a document and an m × 1 array is required for recording the number of appearances of each word in the vocabulary. When the scan of a document is completed, the term frequency can be directly obtained from the above array. In order to extract the distributional features, an additional m × n array is needed, since for each word, an n×1 array is used to record the distribution of this word. When the scan of a document is completed, Eqs. 1 to 4 are used to calculate the distributional features. No other additional cost is needed compared with extracting the term frequency. Overall, the additional computational cost for extracting the distributional features is s × m × (Cost of Eqs. 1 to 4) and the additional storage cost is m × n. It is worth noting that the above additional computational cost is the worst case, since practically the calculation is only required for words that appear at least once in a document. Actually, the number of such words in a document is significantly smaller than m. Generally, the additional computational and storage cost for extracting the distributional features is not big. The process of extracting the term frequency and the distributional features is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The extraction of the distributional features can be efficiently implemented using the inverted index constructed for the corpus. Many retrieval systems such as Lemur and Indri 3 can support storing the positions of a word in a document in the index. Using such type of index, for a given worddocument pair, we can not only obtain the frequencies of the word, but also the positions where the word appears. With the position information and the length of the document, it is easy to construct the distribution of this word and then the distributional features can be computed.
IV. HOW TO UTILIZE DISTRIBUTIONAL FEATURES
Term Frequency in tfidf can be regarded as a value that measures the importance of a word in a document. As discussed in Introduction, the importance of a word can be measured not only by its term frequency, but also by the compactness of its appearances and the position of its first appearance. Therefore, the standard tfidf equation can be generalized as follows:
Note that in Eq. 5 the standard idf term is used in order to focus on exploring the effect of the proposed distributional features. The idf term specifically designed for the distributional features will be explored in the future work.
When different features are involved, Importance(t, d) corresponds to different values. When the feature is the frequency of a word, TermFrequency (TF) is used. When the feature is the compactness of the appearances of a word, ComPactness (CP) is used. When the feature is the position of the first appearance of a word, FirstAppearance (FA) is used. TF, CP and FA are calculated as follows: In Eq. 10, f is a weighting function used to assign different weights according to positions. Similar to Kim and Kim [14] , four weighting functions are used in this paper as shown in Table I . Thus, four FA features are generated: FA GI , FA GLI , FA LL and FA LV L .
In Table I , p is the position of the part. These four weighting functions can be divided into two groups, global and local, as indicated by their names. Global functions used the absolute position, while local functions used the normalized position. The first three functions assume the importance decreases with the increase of position, while the last function LocalVLinear assumes the beginning and the end of a document have more importance than the body. Fig 3 shows the trends of these four functions in a document with 10 parts. Note that in this figure for each function the weight is normalized by its maximum weight to facilitate comparison. From this graph, it is clear that LocalVLinear is given such name due to its 'V'-like shape.
Finally, if a word t doesn't appear in Document d, Importance(t, d) is set to 0, no matter what feature is used.
Since TF, CP and FA measure the importance of a word from different views, the combination of them may improve the performance. Ensemble learning technique [8] is exploited here. Specifically, a group of classifiers are trained based on different features. The label of a new document is decided by the combination of the outputs of these classifiers. Note that the outputs of each classifier are the confidence scores which approximately indicate the probabilities that this new document belongs to each category.
Suppose there are g features, f ea 1 , f ea 2 , ..., f ea g , to be combined, the classifiers trained on each feature are denoted as cla 1 , cla 2 , ..., cla g . For a given cla i , the confidence score that a test document d belongs to the category C j is S i (C j |d). Thus, the final score through a combination of g classifiers is given in Eq. 11.
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V. EXPERIMENTS SVM and kNN are two classifiers which achieved the best performance in a previous comparative study [35] . Thus, in this section, all experiments are based on these two classifiers.
A. Datasets
The Reuters-21578 corpus [19] contains 21578 articles taken from Reuters newswire 4 . The 'ModeApte' split is used. Following Yang and Liu [35] , 90 categories which have at least one document in both training set and test set are extracted. After eliminating documents that don't belong to any category, there are 7770 documents in training set and 3019 documents in test set. After stemming and stop-word removal, the vocabulary contains 12158 distinct words which occur in at least two documents of the corpus. TABLE III  THE GLOBAL CONTINGENCY TABLE   Category set Expert Judgement
The 20 Newsgroup corpus [17] contains 19997 articles taken from the Usenet newsgroup collections 5 . Following Schapire and Singer [28] , the duplicate documents are removed and the documents with multiple labels are detected both using the 'Xrefs' header. There are 19465 documents left. Following Bekkerman et. al. [2] , four-fold cross validation is conducted which equally splits the corpus into four folds and each time uses three folds as the training set and the other fold as the test set. All 20 categories are used for experiments. After stemming and stop-word removal, the vocabulary contains 32273 distinct words which occur in at least two documents of the corpus.
The WebKB corpus [6] is a collection of 8282 web pages obtained from four academic domains 6 . Following Nigam et. al. [24] , four categories: course, faculty, project, student are used and this part of corpus contains 4199 documents. Following Bekkerman et. al. [2] , four-fold cross validation is conducted. All HTML tags are removed. After stop-word removal and stemming, the vocabulary contains 14467 distinct words that occur in at least two documents.
B. Performance Measure and Experimental Configuration
For evaluating the performance on these three corpus, the standard precision, recall and F1 measure is used. Given the contingency table of category C i (Table II) , the precision(p i ), recall(r i ) and F1 measure(F 1 i ) of category C i is calculated as follows.
These measures can be aggregated over all categories in two ways. One is to average each category's precision, recall and F1 to get the global precision, recall and F1. This method is called macro-averaging. The other is based on the global contingency table (Table III) , which is called microaveraging. Macro-averaging is more affected by the classifier's performance on rare categories while micro-averaging is more affected by performance on common categories. In this paper, micro-F1 and macro-F1 are both reported. Note that, for WebKB, since it is a uni-label dataset, many researchers reported accuracy on this dataset, which is the same as the micro-F1 reported in this paper 7 . The discourse passage and the window passages with different sizes are used to extract the distributional features, respectively. For Reuters-21578 and 20 Newsgroup, the paragraph is used as the discourse passage. For WebKB, since it is a web page corpus, it is difficult to obtain the discourse passage directly. Here, a web page segmentation algorithm called VIPS [3] is used to divide a web page into several blocks. The VIPS algorithm used several visual cues such as lines, blanks and colors to extract visually closely packed regions as blocks. Those blocks are used as the discourse passage for WebKB.
The kNN classifier used in this paper is similar to the one used in [35] . Specifically, a test document is assigned a score for each category according to its k nearest neighbors. Then, the score for each category is compared with the category threshold to determine whether assigning a category to this document. The category threshold is usually tuned on the training set through cross-validation. The threshold tuning method used here is Yang's SCutFBR.1 [34] algorithm. In total, there are three parameters for kNN classifier:
· k: the number of nearest neighbors, the candidate values are: 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 400. · f br: the expected minimum F1 value. If the tuned threshold outputs an F1 value less than f br, the threshold was replaced by the highest confidence score in the training set. The candidates are eight values from 0.1 to 0.8, with a gap of 0.1. · FeatureSize: the number of words used to index a document. The candidates are ten values from 10% to 100% of the vocabulary with a gap of 10%. Since there are so many parameter combinations (10 × 8 × 10 = 800), parameters are chosen in a greedy way. First, f br and FeatureSize are set as default values, which are 0.6 and 100% repectively, and k is optimized using five fold cross-validation on the training set. Second, using optimized k and default f br, FeatureSize is optimized. Finally, f br is optimized given the optimized k and FeatureSize. Using this method, a set of parameters are optimized for TF ('bag of words' baseline) according to micro-F1 value. Then, this set of parameters are used for the distributional features.
The SVM classifier used is LibSVM 8 . The kernel chosen is the linear kernel. All other parameters are set as default. Instances are normalized before providing to the SVM.
On these three datasets, a lot of work has been published [1] , [13] , [21] , [26] , [35] , [36] . In order to make our TF ('bag of words' baseline) results comparable with previous research, the performance of term frequency reported by previous research is listed here as a reference. On Reuter-21578, Yang and Liu [35] achieved 0.8599 micro-F1 and 0.5251 macro-F1 for SVM and 0.8567 micro-F1 and 0.5242 macro-F1 for kNN and Debole and Sebastiani [7] obtained 0.86 micro-F1 and 7 For uni-label dataset, the confusion matrix is first obtained, then the contingency table for each category is calculated from the confusion matrix. After simple derivation, it is clear that on the global contingency table FN=FP=|all instances|−|correctly classified instances|, thus micro-F1 is equal to accuracy. |X| is the number of elements in set X. 8 The library can be found at http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/ 
C. Effect of Distributional Features
The experiments in this section are designed to explore the effect of the distributional features. The question that we attempt to answer is: are the distributional features useful for text categorization? For 8 features ( TF+ 3 CP features + 4 FA features), all 255 combinations (2 8 − 1 = 255) are explored. These features are organized into 7 groups: TF, CP, FA, TF+CP, TF+FA, CP+FA, TF+CP+FA. For example, all possible combinations of features from CP and features from FA form the group CP+FA. Note that to be a member of this group, the combination must contain at least one CP feature and at least one FA feature, thus the number of members of this group is (2 3 − 1) × (2 4 − 1) = 105. Due to the limit of the length, the results are reported for a part of combinations of each group, which is summarized in Table IV. Note that TF is the 'bag of words' baseline.
Statistical significance tests including the micro sign test (miS) and the macro sign test (maS) are conducted. Suppose that there are a group of instances and systems A and B output a value for each instance respectively. The sign test is conducted based on the number of instances for which systems A and B output different values and the number of instances for which system A outputs a better value than system B. The micro sign test was designed to evaluate the performance at a micro level and the instance corresponds to each documentcategory decision; the macro sign test was designed to evaluate the performance at a macro level and the instance corresponds to the F1 value of each category. Further information on these two tests can be found in [35] .
TF is used as the baseline, for which the micro F1 (miF1) and macro F1 (maF1) are reported. For other features, the gain of performance compared to the baseline is reported. Suppose the performance of ith feature (f ea i ) and the baseline is pf (f ea i ) and pf (base) respectively, the gain (Gain) of f ea i is calculated as Eq. 12.
Gain(f ea
Table V shows results of kNN and SVM on three datasets using the distributional features summarized in Table IV based on the discourse passage. The results of the statistical significance tests are also given in Table V 9 . The best performance of each group is analyzed first. Since the feature combination corresponding to the best performance of each group is not necessarily the same from dataset to dataset, this type of performance show the effect that can be obtained theoretically through the combination of our proposed distributional features. In order to facilitate reading, this type of performance is extracted from Table V and shown as the boldfaced rows of Table VI. On Reuters-21578, CP and FA both fail to improve the baseline when they are used alone. However, when they are combined with TF or combine together, some improvement over baseline is observed especially for kNN. On 20 Newsgroup, CP and FA alone both significantly improved the baseline and FA performs a little better than CP. When they are combined with TF or combined together, better performance is observed for kNN and there is no further improvement for SVM. On WebKB, the improvement from FA dominates the result. CP also helps to improve the baseline, although not as significant as FA. When different combinations are tried, no combination could perform better than FA.
From the above analysis, the distributional features are indeed helpful for text categorization. However, for the practical use, it is inconvenient and inefficient to extract a lot of features and try all possible combinations. Thus, for the convenience of the practical use, we plan to select one CP feature and one FA feature for representation. Considering the interactions between TF, CP and FA, there are 12 (3 × 4 = 12) candidates in total, which is shown in Table VII . In order to compare these candidates, we rank their performance on each classifierdataset-measure combination according to Table V. Since there are 2 classifiers, 3 datasets and 2 performance measures, each candidate has 12 (2 × 3 × 2 = 12) ranks in total. The average rank for each candidate is shown in Table VII . The smaller the rank is, the better the performance is.
From Table VII , it is shown that TF+CP P V +FA GI performs the best. In order to show the gap between the selected group of features, i.e. TF, CP P V , FA GI , and the possible best performance, we also extract the results of different combinations of TF, CP P V , FA GI from Table V and list them  in Table VI to facilitate comparison. It is shown that the performance using TF, CP P V , FA GI approaches the possible best performance, especially on Newsgroup and WebKB datasets. Thus, for the rest of this paper, we focus on using these three features.
According to Section II, a few research has been conducted to improve the 'bag of words' representation. Therefore, besides using the TF method as the baseline, it is necessary to further compare our proposed distributional features with those state-of-the-art techniques. The state-of-the-art techniques used for comparison in our experiments include: the Information Bottleneck (IB) proposed by Bekkerman et. al. [2] , which represents the techniques of using new units instead of single word to index a document; the Sentence Importance based weighted term frequency (SI) proposed by Ko et. al. [15] , which represents the techniques of using new intradocument based weights instead of tf ; the Confidence Interval based weighting function (CI) proposed by Soucy and Mineau et. al. [32] , which represents the techniques of using new inter-document based weights instead of idf . For IB, we use the package provided by the author 10 ; for SI and CI, we implement them by ourselves. In order to make a fair comparison with the distributional features, the parameters of kNN and SVM are the same as those used for Table VI. Besides the parameters of classifiers, these three state-of-theart techniques have their own parameters such as the number of word clusters of IB and the k1 and k2 of SI (k1 and k2 are the weights used to balance the effect of two types of methods of measuring the importance of sentence). The parameters of state-of-the-art techniques are optimized through the five-fold cross validation on the training set. The results of three state-of-the-art techniques are shown in Table VIII . To facilitate comparison, we also take the results of TF and the distributional features from Table VI and incorporate them into  Table VIII . Specifically, each state-of-the-art technique is used as the baseline. The results of TF and the distributional features are compared to each state-of-the-art technique to report the performance gain and the significance test results.
From Table VIII , we can see that on Reuters, IB performs significantly worse than TF. This result is not strange, since previous results of IB were reported on ten largest categories [2] while here the results are reported over 90 categories. SI and CI perform comparable to TF on miF1. For maF1, SI and CI performs worse than TF with kNN and performs better than TF with SVM. The comparisons between the distributional features and the state-of-the-art techniques are similar. On Newsgroup, IB performs significantly better than TF with kNN and even if in this case, the distributional features can bring further improvements over IB. In other cases, IB, SI and CI perform comparable or slightly worse than TF and the distributional features always perform significantly better than IB, SI and CI. On WebKB, IB and CI significantly improves TF with kNN and the improvement is as high as approximately 5% on miF1 and 10% on maF1. Given such noticeable improvement, the distributional features can still achieve comparable or slightly better performance over IB and CI. In other cases, the distributional features always significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques. Generally, Table VIII show that the distributional features perform comparable to the state-of-theart techniques on Reuters and perform significantly better than the state-of-the-art techniques in most cases on Newsgroup and WebKB. It is interesting to notice that when IB, SI and CI already significantly outperform TF, some comparable or even better results can still be observed by using the distributional features, which further demonstrates the effect of the distributional features. In addition, the calculation of IB, SI and CI requires category information, thus these features have to be re-calculated when new tasks come. In contrast, since the distributional features are task independent, they can be used for new tasks without change. Note that, IB, CI and the distributional features use different sources of information, thus instead of replacing each other, all these features can be combined together, which will be explored in the future.
After reporting the results of the distributional features using the discourse passage, the window passage based distributional features are also tried. For each dataset, the maximum length among 80 percent shortest documents is extracted. Then, five window sizes are tried, from 20% to 100% of this maximum length, with a gap of 20% 11 . The influence of different passages on the performance of the distributional features is shown in Fig. 4 . In these figures, the y-axis is the percentage improvement over TF and the x-axis is the window size (percent of the extracted maximum length). The performance of the discourse passage is plotted as the point corresponding to the window size of 0%. In these graphs, 'CP' corresponds to CP P V and 'FA' corresponds to FA GI . Fig. 4 shows that the distributional features improve the performance of the baseline especially on 20 Newsgroup dataset and WebKB dataset, no matter which type of passage is used. Furthermore, with the increase of the length of window size, the performance of the distributional features tends to become stable. It is not strange, since the estimation of a word's distribution will be more and more coarse with the increase of the window size. In the extreme case, all words will appear in the same part.
It is noticed that the improvement brought by the distributional features is more obvious for kNN than for SVM. For kNN, the similarity measure is the most essential factor for the performance, while for SVM, there are also other factors such as margin influencing the performance. Thus, SVM is less sensitive than kNN to the definition of similarity. Since the distributional features help to measure the similarity between instances more accurately, kNN naturally benefits more from these features than SVM.
Above all, the distributional features are helpful in text categorization and combining term frequency features with the distributional features results in better performance.
D. Factors influencing the performance of distributional features
As observed, when the distributional features are introduced, there is no obvious improvement on Reuters but a significant improvement on 20 Newsgroup and WebKB. Thus, the second question arises: what factors will influence the performance of distributional features?
Recall that, when the compactness of the appearances of a word is introduced, it is assumed that a document contains several parts and the word only appears in one part is not closely related to the theme of the document. Also, when the position of the first appearance of a word is introduced, it is assumed that the word mentioned late by the author is not closely related to the theme of the document. Intuitively, these two assumptions are more likely to be satisfied when a document contains some loosely related content. Then, the following question is: in what situation may a document contain the loosely related content?
The first exploration is about the length of a document. This exploration is based on human's habit of writing. When the length of a document is limited, the author will concentrate on the most related content, such as when writing the abstract of a paper. When there is no limit for the length, the author may write some indirectly related content, such as when writing the body of a paper. The mean length of documents of the three datasets used is reported. Here, the length of a document is measured by its number of words. The average length of a document is 67.9, 115.9 and 151.7 respectively for Reuters, 20 Newsgroup and WebKB. It seems that the improvement brought by the distributional features is closely related to the mean length of documents. In order to further verify this idea, each of these three datasets is split into two new datasets, i.e. the Short dataset and the Long dataset, according to the length of documents. For each dataset, the Short dataset contains documents with length no more than 100 and the Long dataset contains documents with length more than 100. Experiments are repeated for these six new generated datasets using the discourse passage based distributional features. The results on Short and Long datasets are reported in Tables IX and X. In order to compare the improvement on different datasets, the Relative Gain proposed in [25] is used here. Instead of directly comparing the Gain over baselines, which is unfair for the improvement over a higher baseline, this method compares the ratio of the actual increase to the largest possible increase over the baseline. Suppose the performance of ith feature (f ea i ) and the baseline are pf (f ea i ) and pf (base) respectively, then the Relative Gain (RGain) of f ea i is calculated as Eq. 13. Note that when pf (f ea i ) is smaller than pf (base), RGain is equal to Gain, which can be considered as the ratio of the decrease to the largest possible decrease. The RGain is calculated from the results of Tables IX and X  and organized in Table XI . 
× 100% otherwise (13) According to Table XI, the distributional features brought more significant improvement on the Long dataset than on the Short dataset, although there were some exceptions indicated by '×' in Table XI . It seems that the exceptions concentrate on Reuters dataset. We notice that there is a big gap between the baseline of Short part and the baseline of Long part on Reuters dataset. In this situation, comparing RGain on Short and Long parts can't reflect the effect of the distributional features accurately, since the difficulty of the categorization tasks on Short and Long parts differs significantly. Note that, although RGain considers such difference of difficulty to some extent, it still can't work well when the difference is big. In contrast, on Newsgroup and WebKB datasets, the baselines on Short and Long parts are comparable, thus the comparisons on these two datasets are more convincing.
Besides the length of a document, another assumption is about the writing style of a document. Note that the sources of three datasets are different: the documents in Reuters are news reports; the documents in 20 Newsgroup are newsgroup documents; the documents in WebKB are web pages. For news reports, they are written by professional journalists and editors and the writing style is formal and precise, therefore the loosely related content is less likely to appear in this type of articles. In contrast, for newsgroup documents and web pages, they are written by ordinary web users and the writing style is very casual, therefore the loosely related content is more likely to appear in this type of articles. In order to verify this assumption, the average distribution of the topical words is analyzed for three datasets. Specifically, for each dataset, the Information Gain is used to select the top 100 words as the topical words and then the average distribution of these 100 words is reported. Note that the distribution of a word is averaged over different documents where this word appears. Fig. 5 shows the average distribution of the topic words and the corresponding standard derivation over three datasets. The average distribution of the topical words is mapped to a 10 passage document. Here, 20% window passage is used 12 . 12 The fixed length passage is used to reduce the effect of the passage length on the probability that a topical word will appear. For the same reason, the last passage of a document will be ignored if it doesn't contain enough words. Fig. 5 shows that on Reuters, the distribution of the topical words is uniform, while on Newsgroup and WebKB, the topical words are more likely to appear at the beginning of a document. These differences partly explain why the proposed distributional features perform better on Newsgroup and WebKB, especially for the dominating performance of FA on WebKB. Clearly, the writing styles account for the observed distributions of the topical words. For Reuters, since the writing style is formal, the author mentions the topicrelated content all over the document; for Newsgroup and WebKB, due to the informal style, the author usually talks about the topic-related content at the start and then shifts to the loosely related content for the rest of the document.
Therefore, the answer to the second question, i.e. what factors will influence the performance of the distributional features, is: the document length and the writing style. The effect of distributional features is more obvious when the documents are long and when the writing style is informal.
E. Further analysis of the FA features
Since FA features proposed in this paper consist of two parts: the weighting function f and the strategy of only considering the first appearance of a word, it is necessary to further analyze which part brings the effect of FA features. In order to separate the influence of the weighting function, a group of weighted term frequency (WET) features are generated by using the weighting function f to weight each appearance of a word.
Suppose in a document d with n sentences, the distributional array of the word t is array(t, d) = [c 0 , c 1 , . .., c n−1 ]. Then the WET feature is calculated as Eq. 14
Corresponding to the weighting functions in Table I , four WET features can be generated, i.e. WET GI , WET GLI , WET LL and WET LV L . Since in previous section FA GI is selected to represent FA features, the corresponding WET GI is generated and experiments are conducted to test the effect of WET GI when it is used alone and combined with TF and CP P V . Table XII shows the performance of WET GI using the discourse passage. In order to facilitate comparison, the performance of FA GI and WET GI using discourse passage is extracted from Tables VI and XII and reorganized in  Table XIII . Table XIII shows that FA performs better than WET especially on 20 Newsgroup and WebKB. The cases where FA performs worse than WET are indicated by '×'. Since WET still improves the baseline, it is believed that the effect of FA on 20 Newsgroup and WebKB is brought by both the weighting function and the aggressive strategy which throws all appearances of a word except the first one. For Reuters, the effect of this aggressive strategy is not obvious.
VI. CONCLUSION
Previous researches on text categorization usually use the appearance or the frequency of appearance to characterize a word. These features are not enough for fully capturing the information contained in a document. The research reported here extends a preliminary research [33] which advocates using distributional features of a word in text categorization. The distributional features encode a word's distribution from some aspects. In detail, the compactness of the appearances of a word and the position of the first appearance of a word are used. Three types of compactness-based features and four position-of-the-first-appearance-based features are implemented to reflect different considerations. A tfidf style equation is constructed and the ensemble learning technique is used to utilize these distributional features. Experiments show that the distributional features are useful for text categorization, especially when they are combined with term frequency or combined together. Further analysis reveals that the effect of the distributional features is obvious when the documents are long and when the writing style is informal.
Since no specific combination of TF, CP and FA consistently shows the best performance on different datasets from current experiments, how to find the optimal combination for different tasks is an important practical issue. In addition, designing the specific idf term for the distributional features is an promising direction. It is also interesting to test the effect of the distributional features on the blog dataset in the future.
